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ThinkPremiumDigital is a part of the 
Premium Content Alliance, representing 
news creators such as Seven West Media 
and News Corp Australia. 
Overseen by Dr. Duane Varan, CEO of 
MediaScience, the leader in media and 
advertising innovation research and 
technology.

Ads that appear in Broadcaster Video 
on Demand (BVOD) are more effective 
and outperform video advertising 
across YouTube and Facebook.

This is regardless of whether the ads align with 
short or longer-form content on the user-generated 
video platforms.
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(PART 3) PREMIUM DIGITAL VIDEO

contributors KEY RESULT

BVOD performs even better when 
compared to short-form YouTube 
content 

Ads in BVOD are 49% better 
remembered than ads aligned to 
YouTube videos that are shorter 
than nine minutes.
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This research proves once again that context matters. Advertising in premium long-form video 
environments benefits from the content the ads sit alongside with premium content boosting 
their impact. While the strength of BVOD may already be assumed in-market, these findings 
provide empirical evidence of the case       — Dr. Duane Varan

Ads in BVOD environments are better 
remembered than ads aligned to 
YouTube videos of any length

Compared with any length of 
content on YouTube, advertising in 
BVOD is 1.3x better remembered.

BVOD advertising delivers stronger 
recall than Facebook video ads

Ads in BVOD are 4.7x better 
remembered than video ads on 
Facebook.




Ads in BVOD are more liked than 
Facebook, YouTube and run-of-the-
internet


The same ad played on BVOD versus 
YouTube, Facebook and run-of-the-internet 
sites is better liked with ads in BVOD 
generating a 15% improvement in 
likeability over YouTube short- form.








“From my experience, most clients want two things: they 
want their ad dollars to work as hard as possible and for 
consumers to like and want to buy their products. This 
research shows that ads in BVOD environments deliver 
superior results in both areas.”

—ThinkPremiumDigital General Manager Vanessa Hunt



The third release of results focuses specifically 
on premium long-form video, i.e. BVOD, and 
how it compares to YouTube, Facebook and 
run-of-the-internet sites, measuring against the 
metrics of:

 Likeabilit
 Brand recal
 Brand Lift

What do we mean by “premium digital?”

There’s digital and then there’s premium 
digital, a descriptor for environments that have 
ALL of the following attributes:

 Premium, professionally produced content
 A media brand that people know and trust
 Brand safe environment
 Meaningful scale for advertisers

49%

“

”

The top-line findings show BVOD is a superior advertising choice, a finding which correlates with 
BVOD being Australia’s fastest-growing advertising channel with the medium establishing a new 
baseline for viewership with more than 81 million hours a month being consumed. 

This growth is also reflected in revenue for the channel. The six months January to June 2021, 
BVOD saw a revenue increase of 74.8% percent.
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